Long Essay Question

I. Introduction
   a. Thesis: Addresses global issues within the specified time period. Make a historically defensible claim!!!(1 pt)

   b. Organizational statement: Contains body paragraph topics-Tied to specific skill.
      i. 
      ii. 
      iii. 


   a. Explains reason for historical development or process. (How and Why?!!!)
      i. Specific evidence:
      ii. Specific evidence:
      iii. Specific evidence:

   b. Substantiates argument:

   c. Transition/Clincher:

III. Topic Sentence. Connected to thesis and prompt. Describes second assertion/argument. (1 pt)

   a. Explains reason for historical development or process. (How and Why?!!!)(1pt)
      i. Specific evidence:
      ii. Specific evidence:
      iii. Specific evidence: (1pt)

   b. Substantiates argument:

   c. Transition/Clincher:


   a. Explains reason for historical development or process. (How and Why?!!!)
      i. Specific evidence:
      ii. Specific evidence:
      iii. Specific evidence:

   b. Substantiates argument: (1pt)

   c. Transition/Clincher:

V. Conclusion/Summation
   b. Synthesis- must be linked to the thesis. Extend the argument by: Similar development in a different period, situation, geographical area or Cover a different course theme beyond the prompt or Approach prompt from a different academic discipline (1 pt)